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How do I link my Social Media?
We believe that creating your brand and promoting yourself is everything! MV makes it easy for your fans to visit your social
media profiles directly from our platform, by allowing you to link your social profiles from a variety of sites. 

There are two ways to link your social media, the steps for each are provided below:

1. Go to the drop-down menu 
2. Dashboard
3. Marketing Tools 
4. Social Media 
5. Add the direct links to each of your social media profiles
6. Click "Save"

You can also use this method:

1. Go to the drop-down menu
2. Settings 
3. Click "View" next to Social Media 
4. Add your social media links, then hit "Save"

You will also notice that you have the option to link your X account and have your sales and uploads auto-post directly to your X
feed. For detailed steps on setting up your auto-posts, check out our article How do I link my X to auto-post my sales?

How do I link my X to auto-post my sales?
Linking your X account to your ManyVids account is a great way to promote your content on X with minimal effort on your part.
Your sales will be auto-posted based on the frequency you choose. Here's how to set that up!

1. Go to your drop-down menu 
2. Dashboard
3. Marketing Tools 
4. Social Media You should see on the "Social Media" section of this page a button that says "Link X account". Before clicking
that, add your full X profile URL just below this button For example, the ManyVids X URL is https://twitter.com/manyvids.
5. Scroll down and click "Save"

6. When that is saved, you can now click the <Link X account> button and enter your X login detail and click <Authorize app>.
Your X is now linked!

To further customize your auto-posts:

1. Go to your drop-down menu 
2. Marketing Tools 

Make sure to add and save your X URL before clicking the "Link X"

button!



3. MV Promo Blaster 

There you will see the different frequency options for how often you want your sales to be auto-posted!

How do I use the site Promo Blasters?

Club Promo Blaster
On ManyVids we believe that celebrating success is so much more fun when shared with all your fellow MV Creators and
adoring fans! To help you do just that, we have introduced the Club Promo Blaster !

To activate this feature,  go to your drop-down Menu > Dashboard> Marketing Tools > MV Social Promo Blaster 

Each time you make a sale, a promotional post is generated and auto-posted to your feed. You can set the post frequency set to
each, 2nd, 5th, 10th, 30th, 50th sale, or an option to select 'Never'.

Auto-Sales and Upload posts appear under the Club ‘All’ Tab. Account owners will see activity and posts from users they follow
in their ‘All’

X Promo Blaster
The X Promo Blaster is an automated feature that you can turn on and link to your X account so that’ll Post when you make a
sale and link to the vid being sold.  This is a great way to promote your content automatically! 

ManyVids has great traffic internally but this is a powerful and fantastic way to engage your fans outside of the platform as they
get to see what vids are popular, discover new content, and get curious about the vids you’re selling on your MV Profile!  

When you link your X to your MV account, the X Promo Blaster will automatically be set up to your account. You can adjust the
frequency of the auto-posts by clicking the drop-down Menu > Dashboard > Marketing Tools > X Promo Blaster
(https://www.manyvids.com/MV-promo-blaster/).

ManyVids always seeks to provide creators with options. You can choose the frequency for the auto-posts being sent out and
you can turn it off, or on and off, as you see fit!  Choose between auto-posts every 2 sales, 5 sales, 10 sales, 20 sales, 50 sales or
never if you wish to turn it off.   We'd like to point out that, X does have some parameters in place against spam, so we’re limited
to a certain number of auto-posts sent out per hour. If you sold a vid and don’t see an auto-post, it could be that we’ve reached
the limit. We have no control over this X limit. 

You can also choose between posting a teaser vid, or a screenshot, under the "Post Type" selection:

Be sure to 'Save' your changes! 

So, this is a feature for X...should I still be active on X or
let the Promo Blaster take care of promo for me? 
We recommend being active on all social media channels and outlets to maximize the number of eyes on your content! Interact
with your fans, promote your content, talk up your free vids, post pics, chat with your peers, put yourself out there and have fun
doing it. You’ll make new fans, new friends, and new sales.  



How do I send a Broadcast?
Broadcast is a mass-messaging tool that lets you send direct messages to all your followers at once! 

Broadcasts can include text, pics or vids! You also have the option to send Pay to Open messages. This is a great tool to use if
you want to share a promo code, let your fans know about sales and any new vids or store items that you've uploaded!

Your Broadcast in located in your inbox (click the chat icon in the top right corner):

Anything you send from here will go out to all your followers, and new followers will have access to previous Broadcasts. Your
followers will also receive notifications so they know to check. We're sure they'll be happy to hear from you! :) 

How do I create a Promo Code for my store?
To create a promo code to share with your fans:

1. Go to the drop-down menu 
2. Dashboard
3. Marketing Tools 
4. Promo Codes (https://www.manyvids.com/Promo-codes/)

The initial page will have a full history of your promo codes allowing you to edit and re-activate previous Promo Codes.
To create a new code, click Create New Promo Code (blue button) and fill out your promo details!

For each promo code you create you can select a title, promo code type (markup codes increase the price of a sale, this is
generally used for financial domination fetish), discount percentage, item/services it applies to, if it apply to items currently on
sale (that are already marked down) and the date range of the promo code for when it will be active and when it will deactivate.
Don't forget to save the changes!

You can share promo codes on your Activity, Broadcast, Club on your social profiles or wherever you like! Members will be
prompted to use this at checkout and it will only work on your own store.

Please note, if a member uses a promo code to pay for a service that is recurring, they will continue to pay the promo code/
discounted price as long as they continue to auto-renew, this is also true if you edit the price of that service.

Why aren't my X auto-posts sending?
If you connected your X account to your MV account, but you notice not all of your sales are auto-posting, there could be several
causes for this.

X caps automatic posts
First, keep in mind that X has several caps that can prevent some auto-posts from . The limits are as follows:

X limits auto-posts to 100 tweets per user, reset every 15 minutes. This limit includes posts from any other platforms you
might be using.

Overall daily cap for MV is 10k posts-- this includes posts from all accounts on MV
Overall monthly cap for MV is 300k-- this includes posts from all accounts on MV



This limit is the cause of the overwhelming majority of issues with auto-posts, and if reconnecting your X (see below) doesn't
work, then it's almost 100% caused by cap imposed by X.

If you have other sites that are sending auto-posts on your account, you can adjust your post frequency by going to your drop-
down menu > Dashboard > Marketing Tools > X Promo Blaster as this is where you can change the frequency of your auto-posts
for sales to see if it's set to your liking.

Relinking your X
To troubleshoot this problem, you can try to unlink and relink your X account to your MV Account, as this often solves any
potential issues with MV's link to X. To do so, go through the following steps:

1. On X, go to Settings & Support > Settings and privacy > Security and account access > Apps and sessions > Connected apps >
ManyVids App > "Revoke app permissions" (This must be done prior to relinking your account or the issue will persist).
2. On ManyVids, go to your drop-down menu > Dashboard > Marketing Tools > X Promo Blaster and remove your X URL, click
'Unlink X account' then save.
3. Add your X link again and hit Save, then click "Link X account", enter your X login credentials and hit "Authorize app".
4.  Mark your posts as sensitive on X by going to your Settings > Privacy and Safety > Your posts > Mark as sensitive
5. After relinking your X, be sure to go to your drop-down menu > Marketing Tools > MV Promo Blaster to set your auto-posts to
your liking.

If your posts still aren't posting, then the problem is most likely being caused by X's caps (see above). This is a limitation
imposed by X and we aren't able to resolve it from our side.

Tips for becoming a successful Creator!
MV is an adult social media platform that gives you a storefront from which you can sell your content and generate revenue.
Like all social media sites, being active and engaging with fans is the key to becoming successful. Here are some tips to get
noticed as a successful content creator:

Create a fun profile by uploading vids, store items, and adding services (Club, Custom Vids etc). Did you know that just
uploading a profile picture will increase your chance of sales by almost 65%?

Upload a minimum of 7 vids to offer variety to your fans to choose from.
Have fun and interesting store items such as lollipops, costumes, shoes etc. Store items are usually physical goods but can

also be photo sets and texting / chatting packages.
If you have more than 7 vids, 5 store items, and a profile picture, it will increase your chances of selling of almost 55%

compare to a profile with less choices.
Using your social media profiles and inviting your fans to visit your MV Profile is the best way to get started.
Simply being active will make all the difference! Uploading new content and promoting it on your social media and on MV will

increase your chance of sales by over 80%.
We have the X Promo Blaster, which will automatically Post out your sales from your X profile. So, make sure to link your X

account!
We also have the Promo Blaster where you can post your sales on the MV Feed! You can toggle how often you want these to

post by going to your drop-down menu > Dashboard> Marketing Tools > Club Promo Blaster
Your fans are your best customers. Invite them to follow you on MV and stay in touch with them.

It's as easy as that! If you follow these steps and invest time (daily or weekly) you'll become a true rising Creator in no time!

External links on MV
To support our efforts to make MV a safe space for all users, external links / URLs and text mentions to other adult sites are not
permitted. 



MV Live: We do NOT permit external links / URLs and text mentions to other sites on MV Live under any circumstances. 

Content: Watermarks in vids uploaded from February 20, 2021 onward that display links to other adult sites are also not
permitted.  ManyVids cannot risk hosting links to other websites that may not hold the same standards for Trust & Safety as we
do.  As social media platforms are designed for self-expression, Creators are permitted to link their X and their Instagram in their
Social Media settings.  

Please note: As of May 18th, 2021 we are enforcing an external link policy. We no longer permit any non-ManyVids URLs or links
in the following on the platform, including but not limited to:

-MV Live

- Inbox 

- About Me  

- Feed (free) Posts  

- Wishlist

The MV Team will take action to remove any mentions of external links from the site. 

FAQs regarding external links on ManyVids

Are watermarks on vids permitted at all?

Yes, watermarks on vids that feature logos, stage names,  or any other unique identifier for content protection are allowed.
Details on watermark acceptance criteria are available here.

Can I post external links to my social media profiles?

Yes, links to social media profiles or social handles are permitted in URLs and text in your social media section.

Can I link to my personal site or link tree site?

Personal websites or link tree sites are not permitted on the site, however, for vids specifically, please see article here.

When did this policy come into effect?

Any content uploaded before February 20, 2021 is excluded from the external link policy (any links or watermarks are
permitted).

Content uploaded from February 20, 2021 onward is subject to the policy, however, enforcement only began on May 20, 2021.
A 90 day notice period was provided to adjust content that was prepared before the policy was announced.

NOTE: Content uploaded from August 19, 2021 until December 31, 2021 displaying OnlyFans related watermarks are excluded
from the below watermark policy.

Can I still send Direct Messages to Members with links to share files?

The following external links are permitted in the Inbox/PMs to share content: GoogleDrive, WeTransfer and Dropbox. You can
also share content with Members via MV Link, along with all ManyVids content links. To learn how to create and send an MV
Link, visit the article here!

Can I mention external sites, without using a link?

No. Directly mentioning certain platforms is not permitted in any area of ManyVids (MV Live, About Me, vids, Feed (free),
Inbox, Contest entries etc.)

Full enforcement for mentions of external sites comes into effect as of May 18, 2021. Posts made before this date do not



need to be edited by the account owner, as these changes will be applied automatically.  

Can I link to my entry in a contest on an external site?

Links to contest entries on external sites are not permitted.

What are considerations for links on my MV Live Broadcast?

Links are not permitted anywhere on MV Live. Overlays from software used on MV Live (ex. OBS or other types of cam splitters)
cannot have any links or any external sites at all. For more information and guidance, visit the special acceptance criteria here.

MV Live Show announcements!
MV Live is the place to be, it's interactive, easy to use and offers 80% payout.

Put one of your MV Live shows in the spotlight and let the MV Community know you are online through an MV Live Takeover. If
you would like to be added to our list of candidates for an MV Live Takeover, simply send an e-mail to promo@manyvids.com
and our team will be in touch with an available date.

Watermark acceptance criteria
NOTE: Content uploaded from August 19, 2021 until December 31, 2021 displaying OnlyFans related watermarks are
excluded from the below watermark policy.

Watermarking your content is an important step to help protect yourself from content piracy problems,
and ManyVids encourages watermarking all content. But what kind of watermarks are permitted on MV? 

To align with our guidelines on external links, aimed at ensuring the safety of the MV Community, we allow watermarks that
feature your individual brand, or a website you own and manage that matches your brand. We don’t permit watermarks
that display URLs to external platforms. 

To help illustrate this, here are some examples of watermarking do’s and don’ts: 
 

 
 

Content uploaded from February 20, 2021 onward is subject to the policy, however enforcement began May 20, 2021. For more
information about our external link guidelines, click here. 

Please be advised that overlays on MV Live containing any kind of links are NOT ALLOWED. This includes any of the accepted link
criteria illustrated above. This is not permitted however they are added to the broadcast (either manually or via any software that
broadcasts to multiple sites such as OBS or  any other types of cam splitters).



All about MV Contests!
Why should Creators take part in contests? Contests are an exciting way for Creators to promote themselves and their content,
be seen by new MV Members, and achieve more success on MV!

When do contests happen? Every week we have a new unique contest running. Sometimes the contest is a 1-day contest
(Winning Wednesday) and at other times there may be a longer theme contest happening with even bigger prizes. 

What type of photo can I submit? We encourage everyone to get creative with their themed photos! Our only request is that your
entry includes SFW content. If you want to learn more about acceptable SFW content, please check out the requirements in the
link here, under 'Photo'.Participating in contests is easy! No matter if you win or not, you'll be sure to have a great time and get
additional exposure for your MV profile.

Check out this article to get tips on how to win an MV Contest! 

Promote Your Content: MV Ads
At ManyVids, we want all content creators to thrive and be as successful as possible. To help Creators gain exposure and drive
traffic to their MV Profiles, we have set up a new promotional tool called MV Ads. This feature has been in the works for quite
some time, and we are pleased to offer MV Ads for free until further notice. 

This opportunity will be available to all Creator types. The MV Ad will appear on the main Vids page in the first card on the “Being
Viewed” section and on the Vid Player page, in the top right-column of the vid scroller. Each Creator selected will have a vid of
their choice appear there for an entire 24 hours!  

If you would like to submit your content for a chance to get your vid featured, follow the steps below on X: 

Choose a vid from your MV Profile that follows all our Content Rules  
Post the link to the vid you would like to have appear as an MV Ad
Include the hashtag #MVPromo in your post  
Tag @ManyVids in your post  

The MV Team will select vids for this promo based on diversity, creativity, and unicity. If your vid is chosen to be featured and
follows all our Content Rules, someone from the MV Team will reach out to let you know! 

MV Members — supporting your favorite Creators has never been easier. RT to share and comment on their entries on social
media to show them some love & help their content get noticed!

Creators - Premium Content Library
We are excited to feature Creators and their content on the Premium Membership Content Library!

With Vids linking back to Creator profiles, our Premium Members will become supporters and fall in love with the content you
offer. For the time being, we are kickstarting this project with content from select Creators but will continue exploring new ways
to extend this offer to more Creators so everyone in the MV Community can benefit from this initiative! 



Check out our FAQ below, and as always, if you have any additional questions, reach out to our MV Support team -
help@manyvids.com

How is this a benefit to the community?
Given our Premium Members are such loyal users, we wanted to give something back. We hope to give our Premium Members
even more reasons to keep coming back and seeing our amazing creators. In 2023 we expect to bolster our offer even more
with additional perks for our Premium Members which they can use to support their favorite creators.

How do I get my content added to the Premium Library?
If you have any interest in submitting a piece of content to be part of the Premium library, we encourage you to reach out to
promo@manyvids.com, and someone from our team will get back to you as soon as possible!

Will ManyVids be adding Gay and Trans content to the
Premium Library?
We love and appreciate our LGBTQIA2+ community, we acknowledge the omission in our first release of this feature, and we’re
working hard on the tech side to make it possible to offer a fully diverse and inclusive library while giving Premium Members the
necessary tools to sort and filter per their content preferences. This is a top priority, and we’ll keep the Community updated as
this new feature evolves and we expand our library in the near future, so that more Creators can benefit from this initiative!

Club Leaders Contest

What is the "Club Leaders Contest"? 
The Club Leaders Contest is a Contest based on both FREE voting and Club activity. Creators enter the contest by participating
from the Contest page (uploading their entry photo). Once voting starts, Creators will earn points for any FREE votes received,
and they will also earn points for the activity happening within their Clubs on ManyVids. Winners will receive cash prizes in
addition to some amazing promotional opportunities! 

Points will only start being counted once the contest voting begins. If items are removed or actions are undone, the points will
be reversed. 

So, how can you collect points and climb up the ranks to win BIG? By uploading, promoting, and getting fans to engage with and
subscribe to your Club! 

How do the points work?  
Free Votes - 1 point each 
First-time Club Activation - 10,000 points 
Club Feed "Like" (on paid posts only) - 10 points 
Club Feed "Comment" (on paid posts only) - 50 points 
Club Feed "Share" (on paid posts only) - 100 points 
Trial Subscription - 100 points 
1-month Subscription - 1000 points 
3-month Subscription - 5000 points 
6-month Subscription - 10,000 points 
12-month Subscription - 20,000 points 
New Club Vid Upload - 500 points 



New Club Pic Upload - 250 points per photo 
New Club Text Post - 100 points 

Any behavior or actions intended to skew the points system or falsify activity for points will result in disqualification. 

What are the prizes? 
1st place: $750 cash prize + a Club Spotlight Promotional Vid (posted on ManyVids social channels)

2nd place: $500 cash prize + your content featured on all ad zones on manyvids.com for 1 week

3rd place: $250 cash prize + an exclusive post on X and ManyVids Feed promoting your Club

Club Choice: $100 cash prize + your Vid promoted on an ad spot rotation on ManyVids.com for 1 weekend

How to Get the Most Out of the Promotion as a Creator: 
Promote: Let your audience know about the promotion. This can be done through social media. Inform your followers about the
opportunity to support you. 

Engage with Your Audience: During the promotional period, engage and interact with your audience. Encourage them to help you
collect points by performing specific actions with your Club and incentivizing them to interact with everything! 

And remember! Any activity within your Club will not only collect you points in the Club Leaders Contest, but it will also help you
climb the ranks on our Top Club Earners page – making you eligible for even more cash bonuses at the end of every month! 

Just The Tip

What is "Just The Tip"? 
"Just The Tip" is a limited-time promotion offered by ManyVids, which empowers content creators by allowing them to earn a
higher payout on the tips they receive. During the promotional period, Creators will receive a 90% payout on all Tips received. 

How to Get the Most Out of the Promotion as a Creator: 
Promote: Let your audience know about the "Just The Tip" promotion. This can be done through social media, Broadcast, or
your direct messages. Inform your followers about the opportunity to support you and take advantage of the increased payout. 

Engage with Your Audience: During the promotional period, get creative with your content offerings, engage with your audience,
interact with them, and produce high-quality content to encourage more Tips and reap the benefits of the 90% Payout! 

* Promo start times are in Eastern Standard Time

Director’s Cut Event



What is "Director's Cut Event"? 
The "Director's Cut" Event is a limited time offer available on ManyVids. When this promotion is happening, Members will receive
a 10% discount when ordering a Custom Vid from any Creator on the platform. Custom Vids are personalized, providing a unique
and tailored experience for Members who are looking for something special and want to take a seat in the Director’s chair. 

How to Get the Most Out of the Promotion as a Creator: 
Promote: Let your audience know about the promotion. This can be done through social media, Broadcast, or via direct
messaging. Inform your followers about the opportunity to support you and take advantage of the discount, on us. 

Engage with Your Audience: During the promotional period, engage with your audience, interact with them, and produce high-
quality content to encourage more Custom Vid purchases. 

* Promo start times are in Eastern Standard Time

Shop Til You Drop

What is "Shop Til’ You Drop"? 
The "Shop Til You Drop" promotion is a limited-time promotion offered by ManyVids. Creators who add physical Store Items to
the platform can earn up to 95% payout on the items they sell during the specified period. 

How does it work?   
Creators need to upload 4 new PHYSICAL Store Items, promote them on social media and ManyVids, and sell them to unlock
tiered rewards. If they do not have an X account, they can simply promote on ManyVids. The items must be physical items,
therefore, Vid bundles, Custom Vids, Spoil me, Gift Requests, SnapChat access, or anything containing digital items do not
qualify. 

What are the tiered rewards?   
Sell any 2 items and earn 85% payout on Store Items sold during the promo period 
Sell any 3 items and earn 90% payout on Store Items sold during the promo period 
Sell any 4+ items and earn 95% payout on Store Items sold during the promo period and be entered to win an MV Gear prize

pack! 

The creator who earns the most in revenue on physical items sold during the promotional period will receive a special
personalized promotional Vid highlighting their Store Items and will also receive 100% PAYOUT on the Store Items they sold
during the promo period. 

How to Get the Most Out of the Promotion as a Creator: 
Promote: Let your audience know about the promotion. This can be done through social media, Broadcast, or via direct
messaging. Inform your followers about the opportunity to support you and take advantage of the new items added. 

Engage with Your Audience: During the promotional period, engage with your audience, interact with them, and add high-quality
items to encourage more purchases. 



Broadcast Blast

What is "Broadcast Blast"? 
The "Broadcast Blast" is a limited-time promotion happening on ManyVids. Creators are encouraged to promote their content
links via the Broadcast feature (formerly known as MV Flyer). The Creator who earns the most revenue for the specified content
type through the Broadcast feature within the promotional period wins an exclusive prize. 

How do I send a Broadcast? 
For more information on how to send a Broadcast, check out our Help Center article here. 

How to Get the Most Out of the Promotion as a Creator: 
Promote: Let your audience know about the promotion. This can be done through social media. Inform your followers about the
opportunity to support you. 

Engage with Your Audience: During the promotional period, engage and interact with your audience. 

* Promo start times are in Eastern Standard Time

10% Off Discounted Vids

What is it?
"10% Off Discounted Vids" is a limited-time promotion offered by ManyVids. During the promotional period, Members will
receive an additional 10% off Vid purchases-- funded by ManyVids! Throughout the promotion, only discounted Vids from
participating Creators will be shown on the Vids page. 

How does it work?   
The offer will apply to all Vid purchases made during the promotional period. The promo is only applicable to Vids sold
individually and not Vid Memberships. To participate, discount the Vids of your choosing, and they will be shown on the Vids
page throughout the promotional period. 

How to Get the Most Out of the Promotion as a Creator: 
Promote: Let your audience know about the promotion. This can be done through social media, Broadcast, or via direct
messaging. Inform your followers about the opportunity to support you and get an additional discount of 10%. 

Engage with Your Audience: During the promotional period, engage with your audience, interact with them, and produce high-
quality content to encourage more Vid purchases. 

* Promo start times are in Eastern Standard Time



Love At First Sale Event
Unlock Your Earning Potential with ManyVids' "Love At First Sale" Event! 

Are you a budding Creator on ManyVids looking to kickstart your journey into the world of adult content creation? Or perhaps
you've been on ManyVids for a while but haven't quite taken the plunge into uploading content and making your first sale? Well,
we've got exciting news for you! ManyVids is thrilled to introduce the "Love At First Sale" Event, a special promotion designed to
reward new Creators and inspire a wave of creativity on our platform. 

We understand that starting out can be challenging, and we want to encourage Creators to upload engaging content and make
their first sale on ManyVids! 

Here's where it gets exciting – any NEW Creators* who make their first sale during the month of February will be entitled to a
fantastic 10% BONUS on their payout at the end of the month. This bonus applies to the total amount earned by the Creator
throughout February and will be manually added to their accounts during the first week of March, just in time for the regular
March 16th payout. 

We want to make this as inclusive as possible, so the additional 10% applies to any amount earned across any ManyVids
product, including: 

Vids 
Custom Vids 
Vid Bundles 
Clubs 
Live 
Store Items 
Tips 
Contest Votes

To create a buzz around this exciting event, we're encouraging Creators to use the hashtag #FirstMVSale and tag @ManyVids
on their promotional posts for a chance to be reposted and shared. We'll be showcasing the very best content throughout the
month, giving Creators an additional opportunity to earn more and gain visibility. 

The "Love At First Sale" Event is not just a promotion; it's a golden opportunity for ManyVids Creators to unleash their creativity,
make that first sale, and boost their earnings. Let February be the month you take your ManyVids journey to new heights!  

So, if you're a new ManyVids Creator or have been contemplating joining or using the platform, now is the perfect time to dive in
– the sky is the limit! 

*This promotion is available for newly joined Creators or existing Creator accounts who have not made their first sale. This does
not apply to secondary accounts of existing Creators who have already earned their first sale on ManyVids. One account per legal
name can qualify.


